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Abstract 

The purpose of the study was to design an accounting record-keeping system for 

Toys Garden Store owner. The Toys Garden store has been operating for four 

years but does not yet have accurate and efficient Microsoft Office Access record 

keeping. Toys Garden stores only have a manual recording in the book, so the 

record-keeping is still considered quite messy. Manual accounting records will 

make it harder to track a company's cash flow because it can take a considerable 

amount of time to make financial statements each period. Over time, the use of the 

system will facilitate the preparation and creation of financial statements more 

efficiently and effectively without having to enter them manually. The author will 

design a financial system using the Microsoft Office Access accounting system to 

be able to manage the company's financial condition so that it can see expenses, 

revenues, and control all data that can affect the company's finances. The author 

will make a plan by the needs of the Toys Garden Store and create an account list 

form, customer list form, vendor list form, item list form, asset list form, purchase 

form, and sales form to present account list report, asset depreciation report, asset 

list report, income statement, statement of owner equity financial position, cash 

flow statement, purchase report, sales report, inventory report, payable report, 

receivable report, ledger report and after designing the system continued 

implementation of Toys Garden Store so that it knows the system can run properly 

and minimize errors. Thus, the design of the Microsoft Office Access accounting 

system can provide a positive relationship for toys garden stores because it has an 

inventory card that can help quickly check for bicycle supplies. 
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Introduction  

Economic development in Indonesia grows and develops rapidly over time. 

Indonesian MSMEs (Micro, Small and Medium Enterprises) greatly influenced 

their efforts to boost the Indonesian economy. The development of MSMEs in 

Indonesia can encourage them to be able to improve the Indonesian economy after 

the 1997 currency crisis. Employment opportunities for the people of Indonesia as 

a means of increasing government income. MSMEs are business activities owned 

by individuals and business entities that already have provisions by micro-

business laws. MSMEs also have problems, namely the lack of implementation of 
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the right accounting system, so that it can lead to an evaluation of the decline in 

performance (Mulyani et al., 2019). The means used for the evaluation of MSME 

performance is a financial statement. Financial statements are a picture of the 

development of business performance to determine and assess the company's 

profit or loss each period and analyze financial performance. By doing this 

analysis can determine the expenses and liabilities that must be met and the use of 

capital obtained by the company, to get the results to be achieved (Herispon et al., 

2018). Financial statements can be made using the Microsoft Office Access 

accounting system. An accounting system is a system designed to be able to 

manage the financial condition of the company so that it can see expenses, 

revenues, and control all data that can affect the company's finances. Accounting 

systems can be used manually and in an information system such as Microsoft 

Office Access. Manual accounting records will make it harder to track a 

company's cash flow because it can take a considerable amount of time to make 

financial statements each period. Over time, the use of the system will facilitate 

the preparation and creation of financial statements that will be able to directly 

produce and show all data more efficiently and effectively without having to enter 

it manually. It can be concluded that MSMEs taken as this research is Toys 

Garden Store. Although Toys Garden Store was established four years, the record 

is still very simple, especially the manual recording of every sale transaction. 

Therefore the owner has difficulty knowing the loss or profit in the company 

every year to reduce the company's performance. The author will design a 

financial system using the Microsoft Office Access accounting system to be able 

to manage the company's financial condition so that it can see expenses, revenues, 

and control all data that can affect the company's finances. The author will make a 

plan by the needs of the Toys Garden Store. This Toys Garden Store system is 

made to be aware of the existence of loss and profit transactions in its business 

and can easily also produce transactions every period. The Toys Garden Store also 

provides positive support for community service research by providing 

information and data needed to be able to design a Microsoft Office Access 

system at the Toys Garden Store. 

 

Methods 

The data collection technique used in this research is to use primary data, 

namely data collected directly from shop owner and the general ones can be 

obtained through interviews and observations (Indriantoro & Supomo, 2013). The 

Toys Garden Store provides some information and provides the data needed to 

design a Microsoft Office Access system such as providing a manual record book 

that the Toys Garden Store does to record the company's finances each period. 

There are stages in carrying out community service activities, namely the 

preparation stage, implementation stage, and reporting stage. Data collection 

techniques in the study are described as follows: 1) Interview is one of the data 

collection techniques using the oral method. At this interview stage, the author 

will determine the place of work practice. Interviews were conducted directly with 

the manager of the Toys Garden Store to obtain the necessary information 

regarding operational and business activities, as well as the accounting record 
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system. Interviews can be conducted directly by going directly to community 

service locations or using media such as telephones and messages; 2) Observation 

is the stage of understanding an activity or event without having to communicate 

or question its source. Observations were made by observing all operational 

activities carried out by Toys Garden Store. After getting the information 

provided by the Toys Garden Store, the author will carry out the stages of 

implementation by designing an accounting recording system that will be used to 

assist the manager or owner of the Toys Garden Store in recording transactions. 

This accounting information system uses Microsoft Access, the stages of building 

the system begin with designing a system that fits the needs of the Toys Garden 

Store. After finishing building the system, the author first tries to enter a 

transaction to see if the system has any errors before handing it over to the owner. 

Once the system was perfect, he could deploy and train the Toys Garden Shop. 

The final stage of community service is assessment and reporting. The assessment 

and reporting stage is carried out by the owner to provide suggestions and 

impressions after using the provided system and the supervisor will evaluate the 

accounting system designed to be collected at BAAK. 

 

Result And Discussion  

The process of implementing the Toys Garden Store system is carried out 

three times, namely: 

First implementation  

First, the authors will visit the Toys Garden Store to show the system that 

has been designed using the Microsoft Office Access system and prove that the 

system is designed to make it easier for MSMEs. In this implementation, the Toys 

Garden Store said the author to design forms and reports easily and not make the 

display form difficult to understand. 

 
Picture 1. 

The first implementation Source: Authors (2021) 

Second implementation 

At this stage, after confirming the system designed with users and users is 

suitable, the author visits by explaining how to use the system that has been 

designed, ranging from input on each form to how to present reports in detail. The 

author also explains how to input a general journal so that users understand more 

about accounting and avoid wrong inputs that will cause no balance or error. After 

explaining how to use the system continued with training, namely teaching how to 

input and asking users to try to input data for one month. 
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Picture 2. 

Second implementation Source: Authors (2021) 

Third implementation 

At this stage, the author makes another visit to teach back to the user 

because there are some forms that the user still does not understand. At this stage, 

the author also double-checked the system to be able to ensure transactions in 

October-November can be inputted correctly and make sure the Toys Garden 

Store has understood the system. 

 
Picture 3. 

Third implementation Source: Authors (2021) 

The results of the system design will be displayed as follows: 

Menu Login 

The login menu is the initial menu that appears when the system is open. 

The purpose of this login menu is to maintain the confidentiality of company data. 

This login menu can be accessed by companies that have usernames and 

passwords. 

 
Picture 4. 

Login Menu Source: Authors (2021) 

Main Menu 

The main menu is the screen after the login menu that appears when the user 

logs into the system that contains icons such as Form and Report. Users can 
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quickly access any major menu icons that have date-based filters and are designed 

to allow system users to check reports by period easily. 

 
Picture 5. 

Menu Utama Source: Authors (2021) 

Vendor Data Form 

The vendor list form is a window that appears to be used in entering data 

from distributors of goods in the store. Vendor list forms can make it easier for 

users to archive each distributor's data and be able to see the next transaction. It 

contains related information about the vendor's name, address, and phone number. 

 
Picture 6. 

Form Data Vendor Source: Authors (2021) 

Customer Data Form 

The customer list form is a window that appears to be used in entering 

customer data that has completed a purchase transaction. Customer Information is 

useful for users to see a customer's name, address, and phone number. 

 
Picture 7. 

Customer Data Form Source: Authors (2021) 

Goods Data Form  

The item data form is a window that appears to be used in entering the item 

name information, and the item code has been numbered automatically so that 

users do not have to bother looking for the item code entered last time. 
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Picture 8. 

Goods Data Form Source: Authors (2021) 

Purchase Form 

The purchase form is used to input the transaction of purchasing goods 

based on the vendor, more clearly goods such as the code of goods, quantities, and 

prices purchased based on the vendor. In transaction input, the number per item & 

all items has been calculated automatically. If the user makes a purchase, the stock 

of goods and the price of the goods will automatically add to the inventory list. 

 
Picture 9. 

Purchase Form  Source: Authors (2021) 

Sales Form  

The sales form is used to record each asset sale transaction, if any assets are 

sold, then there will automatically be a reduction in assets in the inventory. In 

transaction input, the amount per item has been calculated automatically. If the 

user makes a sale, the stock of goods and the price of goods will automatically 

decrease on the inventory list. 

 
Picture 10. 

Sales Form Source: Authors (2021) 

Account List Form 

The account listing form is used to categorize each transaction that can be 

associated with the preparation of financial statements. Each account has a 

different account code, and account name, consisting of account code 100 as an 
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asset, account code 200 is an obligation, account code 300 is capital, account code 

is account code, 400 is income, and account code 500 is the expense. 

 
Picture 11. 

Account List Form Source: Authors (2021) 

General Journal Form 

The general journal form in question can be used to include transactions 

outside of goods purchase transactions and goods sales transactions such as 

electricity costs and labor costs. Information is useful for users to see what costs 

are incurred by the company. Enter a date and caption. Journal numbers 

automatically so that users do not have to bother looking for journal numbers that 

were entered last time. 

 
Picture 12. 

General Journal Form Source: Authors (2021) 

Asset Purchase Form 

The asset purchase form is an asset purchase made either in cash or credit. 

The asset purchase form is used to record assets that have been purchased as part 

of business activity. When buying an asset, the life of the asset is also given to 

estimate the useful life of the asset. 

 
Picture 13. 

Asset Purchase Form Source: Authors (2021) 
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Asset Depreciation Form 

The asset depreciation form allows you to enter assets that will be 

depreciated each month. Include information useful to users such as asset number, 

description, depreciation value, debit, and credit.  

 
Picture 14. 

Asset Depreciation Form Source: Authors (2021) 

Account List Report 

This account list report is used to be able to display the name of the account 

that has been entered by the user. This account list report can help users more 

easily see what code and account name exists before entering a new account 

name.  

 
Picture 15. 

Account List Report Source: Authors (2021) 

Asset Depreciation Report 

Asset depreciation statements are used to determine the price of assets to be 

depreciated on a monthly or yearly basis and can also see the age of the asset. 

This report comes with an automatic depreciation calculation system, so users do 

not need to calculate depreciation manually. 

 
Picture 16. 

Asset Depreciation Report Source: Authors (2021) 

Asset List Report 

This asset list report details the details of the assets held, for example, the 

assets purchased have been depreciated for how long, the total price has been 
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depreciated, and the price of the asset if there is an asset sale. Asset list reports are 

very beneficial for users because they contain depreciated goods information.  

 
Picture 17. 

Asset List Report Source: Authors (2021) 

Income Statement 

 The income statement is one way for users to see how their business is 

performing, which results in a net profit or loss (Kusuma et al., 2019). The income 

statement displays a window containing information on income, cost of goods 

sold, and expenses. 

 
Picture 18. 

Income Statement Source: Authors (2021) 

Statement of Owner Equity 

 A capital change report is a report that provides information related to 

capital changes regarding the addition and lack of profit or loss of a company. 

Capital change reports can be used by users to find out the capital owned has 

increased or decreased. This capital change report appears as a window that 

contains previous capital, capital addition, profit or loss, and prive.  

 
Picture 19. 

Statement of Owner Equity Source: Authors (2021) 

Financial Position 

Financial position statements are statements that make it easier for 

companies to be able to analyze cash flows in the future. The financial position 

statement can be used by the user to determine the financial condition of his 

business at the end of the period, the financial position statement consists of three 

items, namely assets, liabilities, and equity (Hanafi, M. M., & Halim, 2018). 
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Picture 20. 

Financial Position Source: Authors (2021) 

Cash Flow Statement 

Financial statement cash flow statements are designed to inform users about 

money outflows in and out of business. This report contains related information 

that is beneficial to users, such as cash flow from operating activities, cash flow 

from investment activities, and cash flow from funding activities.  

 
Picture 21. 

Cash Flow Statement Source: Authors (2021) 

Purchase Report 

 This purchase report is used to record all merchandise purchase 

transactions from vendors who make up the company's inventory. This purchase 

report provides information that can be useful to users, such as vendor name, 

description, item name, quantity, price, and total purchase.  

 
Picture 22. 

Purchase Report Source: Authors (2021) 

Sales Report 

 This purchase report is used to record all merchandise purchase 

transactions from vendors who make up the company's inventory. This purchase 

report provides information that can be useful to users, such as vendor name, 

description, item name, quantity, price, and total purchase.   

 
Picture 23. 

Sales Report Source: Authors 

(2021) 
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Inventory Report 

 This inventory report is used to show the remaining stock in the business 

that is added to purchases from suppliers and reduced sales to customers. This 

inventory report provides benefits for users because it contains information on the 

code of goods, name of goods, the quantity of entry, quantity out, final quantity, 

total purchase, cost of goods, and price of goods inventory. 

 
Picture 24. 

Inventory Report Source: Authors (2021) 

Payable Report 

This debt report is designed to find out how much the business owes to the 

vendor. This report provides information related to the amount of debt to the 

vendor, purchase number, date, payment, and name of the vendor.  

 
Picture 25. 

Payable Report Source: Authors (2021) 

Receivable Report 

This receivable report is designed to find out the total debt that the customer 

has. This report provides information regarding the amount of debt the customer 

has, the date, payment, total, and name of the customer. 

 
Picture 26. 

Receivable Report Source: Authors (2021) 

Ledger Report 

A ledger report is a corporate financial record book that is a series of several 

journals and similar account classifications. Ledger reports are used for reports 

that display all transactions entered with an account code, and users can also see 

the final balance for each account code from the smallest to largest sequence 

numbers. 
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Picture 27. 

Ledger Report Source: Authors (2021) 

At the stage of the condition after implementation in accounting records and 

financial reporting at Toys Garden Stores found some differences can be seen 

compared to before. The differences that can be seen by Toys Garden Stores are 

as follows: 1) Have an efficient and effective accounting and financial reporting 

system for Toys Garden Stores to facilitate inputting purchase and sales 

transactions and viewing reports every period so that no manual recording is 

needed; 2) Have a supply card that can help quickly check for bicycle supplies in 

the Toys Garden Store. Toys Garden Stores only need to pay attention to the stock 

physically whether there is damage that causes a difference with the final balance 

of the inventory. 

Conclusions 

This community service was created to design a Microsoft Office Access 

accounting recording system that provides many benefits for the Toys Garden 

Store. The benefits that can be taken by the Toys Garden Store can know the 

transaction of losses and profits in its business and to produce transactions - 

transactions every period. The author designed this system according to the needs 

of the Toys Garden Store from the design of the manufacturer as well as making 

transactions and financial reports. After designing the system, the implementation 

of the Toys Garden Store was continued so that they knew the system could run 

well and minimize the occurrence of errors.  The results of the implementation of 

the system at the Toys Garden Store that has been implemented, the author can 

determine that the system designed can provide useful things for the Toys Garden 

Store. The design of an accounting information system program to make it easier 

for users to manage transaction data, and produce financial reports that are more 

reliable and correct. The resulting transaction results have the aim of being able to 

determine decision-making regarding the continuation of the shop owner business.
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